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TRAFFIC RULES AND REGULATIONS

41-6-95

(b) When a railroad train has started to cross an intersection no driver
of a vehicle shall drive upon or cross the tracks or in the path of such
train within the intersection in front of such train.
History:
57-7-157.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 80; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Liability for accident at point where highway leads to, but does not cross, railroad
tracks, 47 ALR 863.

41-6-94. Driving through safety zone. No vehicle shall at any time be
driven through or within a safety zone.
History:
57-7-158.

L. 1941, ch. 52, § 81; C. 1943,

Collateral References.
Liability of owner of motor vehicle for
injury to person who has alighted from or is

waiting for streetcar, 47 ALR 1233, 123 ALR
791.
Validity of safety zone ordinance, 79 ALR
1328.

ARTICLE 13
SPECIAL STOPS REQUIRED
Section
41-6-95.

Railroad grade crossing - Duty to stop - Driving through, around or under
gate or barrier prohibited.
41-6-95.5. Trains - Interference with vehicles limited.
Repealed.
41-6-96.
Railroad grade crossings - Certain vehicles must stop - Exceptions - Regula41-6-97.
tions.
Duties respecting crawler type tractor, power shovel, derrick or other equipment
41-6-98.
or structure.
41-6-99.
Designation of through highways - Stop signs, yield signs and traffic-control
devices - Designation of intersections as locations for preferential right-ofway treatment.
Vehicles emerging from alleys, buildings, private roads or driveways must stop
41-6-100.
prior to sidewalk area or street.
41-6-100.10. School bus - Signs and light signals - Flashing amber lights - Flashing red
lights - Passing school bus with caution - Duty to stop - Operation of
signals.

41-6-95. Railroad grade crossing - Duty to stop - Driving
through, around or under gate or barrier prohibited. (a) Whenever any
person driving a vehicle approaches a railroad grade crossing, the driver
of such vehicle shall stop within fifty feet but not less than ten feet from
the nearest track of such railroad and shall not proceed until he can do
so safely when:
(1) A clearly visible electric or mechanical signal device gives warning
of the immediate approach of a train.
(2) A crossing gate is lowered, or when a human flagman gives or continues to give a signal of the approach or passage of a train.
(3) A railroad train approaching within approximately 1,500 feet of the
highway crossing emits a signal audible from such distance and such train
by reason of its speed or nearness to such crossing is an immediate hazard.
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(4) An approaching train is plainly visible and is in hazardous proximity to such crossing.
(b) No person shall drive any vehicle through, around or under any
crossing gate or barrier at a railroad crossing while such gates or barrier
is closed or is being opened or closed.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 82; C. 1943,
57-7-159;L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment added subsec. (b);
and made minor changes in style.
Contributory negligence.
Statute does not require that motorists
stop in every instance before crossing railroad tracks; motorist who failed to look for a
train at a point where his view was unobstructed was contributorily negligent as a
matter of law and could not recover for damages sustained when struck by train.
Lundquist v. Kennecott Copper Co. (1973) 30
U 2d 262, 516 P 2d 1182.
Law of foreign state.
In an action for the death of a person who
was killed by the defendant's train at a rail-

road crossing in another state, the plaintiff's
counsel may testify that he made a search,
and that the statutes of the other state concerning stopping at crossings made no reference to train-activated signals. Toomer's
Estate v. Union Pac. R. Co. (1951) 121 U 37,
239 P 2d 163.
Collateral References.
Railroads €:-> 327(1).
75 CJS Railroads § 773.
Train operation and service, 65 AmJur
536 et seq., Railroads§ 335 et seq.
· Duty of automobilist to shut off motor
railroad crossing, 54 ALR 542.
Duty of driver whose view is obstructed
stop at railroad crossing before crossing,
ALR 647, 91 ALR 1055.

2d
at
to
56

41-6-95.5. Trains - Interference with vehicles limited. No person or
government agency shall operate any train in a manner to prevent vehicular use of any roadway for a period of time in excess of five consecutive
minutes except:
(1) When necessary to comply with signals affecting the safety of the
movement of trains;
(2) When necessary to avoid striking any object or person on the track;
(3) When the train is disabled;
(4) When the train is in motion or while engaged in switching operations or as determined by local authority;
(5) When there is no vehicular traffic waiting to use the crossing; or
(6) When necessary to comply with a governmental safety regulation.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-95.5, enacted by L.
1978, ch. 33, § 47.

41-6-96.

Repealed.

Repeal.
Section 41-6-96 (L. 1941, ch. 52, § 83; C.
1943, 57-7-160;L. 1945, ch. 86, § 1), relating to

stop signs at dangerous railroad crossings,
was repealed by Laws 1978, ch. 33, § 54.

41-6-97. Railroad grade crossings - Certain vehicles must stop Exceptions - Regulations. [(1)] Except as provided in subsection (2),
the driver of any vehicle described in regulations issued pursuant to subsection (3), before crossing at grade any track or tracks of a railroad, shall
stop within 50 feet but not less than 10 feet from the nearest rail of such
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41-6-98

railroad and while so stopped shall listen and look in both directions along
such track for any approaching train, and for signals indicating the
approach of a train and shall not proceed until it can be done safely. After
stopping as required and upon proceeding when it is safe the driver shall
cross only in a gear which will ensure no necessity for manually changing
gears while traversing the crossing and the driver shall not manually shift
gears while so crossing.
(2) This section shall not apply at:
(a) Any railroad grade crossing where traffic is controlled by a police
officeror human flagman;
(b) Any railroad grade crossing where traffic is regulated by a trafficcontrol signal;
(c) Any railroad grade crossing where an official traffic-control device
gives notice that the stopping requirement imposed by this section does
not apply.
(3) The department of transportation shall adopt necessary regulations
describing the vehicles which must comply with the stopping requirements
of this section. In formulating the regulations the department of transportation shall give consideration to the number of passengers carried by
the vehicle and the hazardous nature of any substance carried by the vehicle. Such regulations shall correlate with and so far as possible conform
to the most recent regulation of the United States Department of Transportation.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-97, enacted by L.
1978,ch. 33, § 51.
Compiler's Notes.
Laws 1978, ch. 33, § 51 repealed old section
41-6-97 (L. 1941, ch. 52, § 84; C. 1943, 57-7-161;

L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1961, ch. 86, § 1), imposing
duty to stop at railroad crossings on drivers
of buses, school buses and certain trucks, and
enacted new section 41-6-97.

41-6-98. Duties respecting crawler type tractor, power shovel, derrick or other equipment or structure. (1) No person shall operate or
move any crawler type tractor, power shovel, derrick, roller or any equipment or structure having normal operating speed of ten or less miles per
hour or a vertical body or load clearance of less than ½ inch per foot of
the distance between any two adjacent axles or in any event of less than
nine inches measured above the level surface of a roadway upon or across
any tracks at a railroad grade crossing without first complying with this
section.
(2) Notice of any such intended crossing shall be given to a station
agent of such railroad and a reasonable time shall be given to such railroad
to provide proper protection at such crossing.
(3) Before making any such crossing the person operating or moving
any such vehicle or equipment shall first stop the same not less than ten
feet nor more than fifty feet from the nearest rail of such railway and
while so stopped shall listen and look in both directions along such track
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for any approaching train and for signals indicating the approach of a railroad train, and shall not proceed until the crossing can be made safely.
(4) No such crossing shall be made when warning is given by automatic
signal or crossing gates or a flagman or otherwise of the immediate
approach of a railroad train or car. If a flagman is provided by the railroad, movement over the crossing shall be made under his direction.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 85; C. 1943,
57-7-162; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1961, ch. 86, § 1;
1978, ch. 33, § 32.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment inserted "of less than
½ inch per foot of the distance between any
two adjacent axles" in subsec. (a); and added
the last sentence in subsec. (d).
The 1961 amendment substituted "crawler
type tractor, power shovel" in subsec. (a) for
"caterpillar tractor, steam shovel"; and sub-

stituted "ten or less" for "six or less" in
subsec. (a).
The 1978 amendment redesignated subsecs.
(a) to (d) as (1) to (4); and added "or car" to
the first sentence of subsec. (4).
Collateral References.
Railroads e:,, 327(1).
75 CJS Railroads § 773.
Liability for personal injuries by tractor,
48 ALR939.

41-6-99. Designation of through highways - Stop signs, yield signs
and traffic-control devices - Designation of intersections as locations
for preferential right-of-way treatment. The department of transportation with reference to state highways and local authorities with reference
to highways under their jurisdiction may erect and maintain stop signs,
yield signs, or other official traf fie-control devices to designate through
highways, or to designate intersections or other roadway junctions at
which vehicular traffic on one or more of the roadways should yield or stop
and yield before entering the intersection or junction.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-99, enacted by L.
1979, ch. 242, § 20.
Compiler's Notes.
Laws 1979, ch. 242, § 20 repealed old
section 41-6-99 (L. 1941, ch. 52, § 86; C. 1943,
57-7-163; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1961, ch. 86, § 1;
1975, ch. 207, § 40), relating to through highways and intersections, and enacted new
section 41-6-99.
Duty at through streets.
A motorist who stops at a through street
before entering has been held to be privi-

leged thereafter without restriction, and may
rely upon right-of-way given to him. Smith v.
Lenzi (1929) 74 U 362, 279 P 893, applying
former law.
Collateral References.
Automobiles cg::,,171(4).
60A CJS Motor Vehicles§ 360.
7A AmJur 2d 423-428, Automobiles
Highway Traffic §§ 248-253.
Rights and duties at intersection of
rial or other favored highway
nonfavored highway, 58 ALR 1197, 81
185.

and
arteand
ALR

41-6-100. Vehicles emerging from alleys, buildings, private roads or
driveways must stop prior to sidewalk area or street. The driver of a
vehicle emerging from an alley, building, private road or driveway within
a business or residence district shall stop such vehicle immediately prior
to driving onto a sidewalk or onto the sidewalk area extending across such
alley, building entrance, road or driveway, or in the event there is no sidewalk area, shall stop at the point nearest the street to be entered where
the driver has a view of approaching traffic thereon.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-100, enacted by L.
1978, ch. 33, § 52.

Compiler's Notes.
Laws 1978, ch. 33, § 52 repealed old section
41-6-100 (L. 1941, ch. 52, § 87; C. 1943,
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57-7-164; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1), relating to
duties of driver emerging from alley, driveway or building, and enacted new section
41-6-100.
Collateral References.
Automobiles cS=>167(1).

41-6-100.10

60A CJS Motor Vehicles§ 345.
7A AmJur 2d 417, Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 242.
Duty at private crossing or driveway, 24
ALR 946.

41-6-100.10. School bus - Signs and light signals - Flashing
amber lights - Flashing red lights - Passing school bus with caution
- Duty to stop - Operation of signals. (1) Every school bus, when
operated for the transportation of school pupils shall bear upon the front
and rear thereof a plainly visible sign containing the words "school bus" .
in letters not less than eight inches in height, which shall be removed or
covered when the vehicle is not in use for the transportation of school
pupils. Every school bus when operated for the transportation of school
children shall be equipped with alternating flashing red light signals visible from the front and rear of a type to be approved and mounted as prescribed by the department.
(2) The driver of any vehicle upon a highway, street or road, upon
meeting or overtaking any school bus equipped with signs as herein
required which is displaying alternating flashing amber warning lights
shall slow his vehicle but may proceed past the bus using due care and
caution for the safety of the school children that may be in the vicinity.
When a school bus is displaying alternating flashing red lights signals visible from the front or rear, all approaching or overtaking vehicles shall
stop immediately before reaching said school bus and shall not proceed
until said flashing signals cease operation. The driver of a vehicle upon a
divided highway or upon a highway with roadways separated by a painted
median in excess of twelve feet in width need not stop upon meeting or
passing a school bus which is upon the other roadway.
(3) The driver of a school bus shall operate these signals at all times
when children are unloading from a school bus to cross a street, highway,
or road or when a school bus is stopped for the purpose of loading children
who must cross a highway, street or road to board said bus; or at any other
time when it would be hazardous for vehicles to proceed past the stopped
school bus. Such alternating flashing red signals shall not be operated
except when the school bus is stopped for loading or unloading school children or for any emergency purpose.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-100.10, enacted by
L. 1959, ch. 66, § 2; L. 1961, ch. 86, § 1; 1975,
ch. 207, § 41.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1961 amendment substituted "equipped with alternating flashing* * * road commission" in subsec. (1) for "equipped with
flashing red light signals visible from the
rear' and flashing amber light signals visible

from the front of a type to be approved and
mounted as prescribed by the state road commission and the state department of education"; substituted "displaying alternating
flashing red light signals visible from the
front or rear" in subsec. (2) for "displaying
flashing amber light signals visible from the
front, and flashing red light signals visible
from the rear"; and substituted "Such alternating flashing red signals" for "Such flash-
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ing amber signals and flashing red signals"
in subsec. (3).
The 1975 amendment substituted
"in
letters not less than eight inches in height,
which shall be removed or covered when the
vehicle is not in use for the transportation of
school pupils" in subsec. (1) for "in letters
not less than four inches in height, which can
be removed or covered when the vehicle is
not in use as a school bus"; substituted
"department" for "state road commission" in
subsec. (1); deleted a sentence in subsec. (1)
providing that all buses purchased or

repainted display "school bus" in letters not
less than eight inches high; rewrote subsec.
(2) relating to the duty of drivers meeting or
overtaking school buses on roadways; and
made minor changes in phraseology.
Cross-References.
Regulations regarding sign and operation
of school buses, 41-6-115.
School buses removed from service and put
to nonschool use, repainting, 41-7-4.
Standards and specifications for lighting
and special warning devices on school buses,
41-6-140.10.

ARTICLE 14
STOPPING, STANDING AND PARKING
Section
41-6-101.
41-6-102.
41-6-103.
41-6-104.

Stopping or parking on roadway outside business or residential district.
Police officer authorized to move vehicle.
Standing or parking vehicles - Restrictions and exceptions.
Stopping or parking upon roadways - Angle parking - Traffic-control devices
prohibiting or restricting.

41-6-101. Stopping or parking on roadway outside business or residential district. Outside a business or residence district no person shall
stop, park, or leave standing any vehicle, whether attended or unattended,
upon the roadway when it is practical to stop, park, or so leave such vehicle
off the roadway, but in every event an unobstructed width of the highway
opposite a standing vehicle shall be left for the free passage of other vehicles and a clear view of such stopped vehicle shall be available from a distance of 200 feet in each direction upon such roadway.
This section and sections 41-6-103 and 41-6-104 shall not apply to the
driver of any vehicle which is disabled while on the paved or main traveled
portion of a roadway in such manner and to such extent that it is impossible to avoid stopping and temporarily leaving such disabled vehicle in
such position.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 88; C. 1943,
57-7-165; L. 1975, ch. 207, § 42; 1978, ch. 33,
§ 33.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1975 amendment substituted references to "roadway" for references to "paved
or main traveled part of the highway" and
"highway" throughout the section; and made
minor changes in phraseology.
The 1978 amendment inserted "and sections 41-6-103 and 41-6-104" in the second
paragraph; and made a minor change in
style.

Construction and application.
This section deals only with cases where
the driver stops his car on the highway from
his own choice, and has an opportunity to
select the place and conditions of his stop; it
was not intended to regulate stopping forced
by congested traffic on the highway where
the driver wishes to proceed but cannot
because of cars on the highway ahead of him.
General Ins. Co. of America v. Lewis (1952)
121 U 440, 243 P 2d 433.
Negligence.
The defendant could be found liable for his
negligence in parking his truck on the highway even though a third party (the driver of
the car in which plaintiff was riding) also
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was negligent in the manner in which he
drove so that he could not avoid the truck.
The test is not whether the defendant could
have foreseen the precise form in which the
injury actually resulted, but he must be held
for anything which appears to have been a
natural and probable consequence of his act.
In applying the test of foreseeability to situations where a negligently created preexisting
condition combines with a later act of negligence causing an injury, the courts have
drawn a clear-cut distinction between two
classes of cases. The first situation is where
one has negligently created a dangerous condition (such as parking a truck on a highway)
and a later actor observed, or circumstances
are such that he could not fail to observe, but
negligently failed to avoid it. The second
situation involves conduct of a later intervening actor who negligently failed to
observe the dangerous condition until it was
too late to avoid it. In the first situation it is
held as a matter of law that the later intervening act does interrupt
the natural
sequence of events and cut off the legal effect
of the negligence of the initial actor. In the
second situation, it is held that a jury question exists based on the rationale that it can
reasonably be anticipated that circumstances
may arise wherein others may not observe
the dangerous condition until too late to
escape it. Hillyard v. Utah By-Products Co.
(1953)1 U 2d 143, 263 P 2d 287.
The parking of a vehicle upon the paved or
traveled portion of a highway is generally
regarded as a hazard to traffic thereon, and
the court was justified in submitting the
question of defendant's negligence in parking
the truck to the jury and the latter were
warranted in finding that such negligence
existed. Hillyard v. Utah By-Products Co.
(1953)1 U 2d 143, 263 P 2d 287.
Bus driver was negligent in failing to pull
bus completely off the main traveled portion
of the highway to allow passengers to disembark and bus company was liable for injuries
to guest in auto that collided with protruding
rear end of the bus. Stapley v. Salt Lake City
Lines (1966) 18 U 2d 1, 414 P 2d 88.
Collateral References.
Automobiles <s:;;, 173(4).
60A CJS Motor Vehicles § 330.
Parking or standing, 7A AmJur 2d 449 et
seq., Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 271
et seq.
Applicability of last clear chance doctrine
to collision between moving and stalled,

41-6-102

parked or standing motor vehicle, 34 ALR 3d
570.
.
Constitutionality, construction, and application of statute prescribing special precautions in passing stopped automobile, 108 ALR
987.
Construction and effect in civil actions of
statute, ordinance, or regulation requiring
vehicles to be stopped or parked parallel
with, or within certain distance of curb, 17
ALR 2d 582.
Failure of motorist to cramp wheels
against curb or turn them away from traffic,
or to shut off engine, as causing accidental
starting up of parked motor vehicle, 42 ALR
3d 1283.
Failure to set brakes, or maintain adequate
brakes, as causing accidental runaway of
parked motor vehicle, 42 ALR 3d 1252.
Liability for injury in collision with automobile standing on wrong side of street or
highway, 70 ALR 1021.
Liability for injury to pedestrian growing
out of pulling out of parked motor vehicle, 29
ALR 2d 136.
Liability of governmental unit or its officers for injury to innocent pedestrian or
occupant of parked vehicle, or for damage to
such vehicle, as result of police chase, 100
ALR 3d 815.
Liability or recovery in automobile negligence action as affected by absence or
insufficiency of lights on parked or standing
motor vehicle, 61 ALR 3d 13.
Parking at improper place as affecting liability for automobile accident, 73 ALR 1074.
Parking illegally at or near street corner
or intersection as affecting liability for motor
vehicle accident, 4 ALR 3d 324.
Presumption of negligence and application
of res ipsa loquitur doctrine in action for
injury or damages caused by accidental
starting up of parked motor vehicle, 55 ALR
3d 1260.
Right to park vehicles on private way, 37
ALR 2d 944.
Stopping vehicle on traveled portion of
highway as affecting responsibility for collision between vehicles, 131 ALR 562.
Sudden emergency as exception to rule
requiring motorist to maintain ability to stop
within assured clear distance ahead, 75 ALR
3d 327.
Validity of automobile parking ordinances
or regulations, 108 ALR 1152, 130 ALR 316.
When is motor vehicle "disabled" or the
like within exception to statute regulating
parking or stopping, 15 ALR 2d 909.

41-6-102. Police officer authorized to move vehicle. (1) Whenever
any police officer finds a vehicle in violation of section 41-6-101 such officer
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is hereby authorized to move such vehicle, or require the driver or other
person in charge of the vehicle to move the same, to a position off the roadway.
(2) Any police officer is authorized to remove or cause to be removed
to a place of safety any unattended vehicle illegally left standing upon any
highway, bridge, causeway or in any tunnel in such position or under such
circumstances as to obstruct the normal movement of traffic.
(3) Any police officer is authorized to remove or cause to be removed
to the nearest garage or other place of safety any vehicle found upon a
highway when:
(a) Report has been made that such vehicle has been stolen or taken
without the consent of its owner, or
(b) The person or persons in charge of such vehicle are unable to provide for its custody or removal, or
(c) When the person driving or in control of such vehicle is arrested
for an alleged offense for which the officer is required by law to take the
person arrested before a proper magistrate without unnecessary delay.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 89; C. 1943,
57-7-166; L. 1975, ch. 207, § 43; 1978, ch. 33,
§ 34.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1975 amendment deleted "standing
upon a highway" after "finds a vehicle" near
the beginning of subsec. (a); substituted
"roadway" for "paved or main traveled part
of such highway" at the end of subsec. (a);
rewrote subsec. (b) relating to unattended
vehicles left standing on bridges, causeways
or tunnels; and added subsec. (c).

The 1978 amendment redesignated subsecs.
(a) to (c) as (1) to (3); substituted "section
41-6-101" in subsec. (1) for "any of the foregoing provisions of this article"; and made
minor changes in phraseology.
Collateral References.
Automobiles e::, 173(1).
60A CJS Motor Vehicles § 333.
7A AmJur 2d 465, Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 284.

41-6-103. Standing or parking vehicles - Restrictions and exceptions. Except when necessary to avoid conflict with other traffic, or in compliance with law or the directions of a police officer or official traffic-control
device, no person shall:
(1) Stop, stand or park a vehicle:
(a) On the roadway side of any vehicle stopped or parked at the edge
or curb of a street;
(b) On a sidewalk;
(c) Within an intersection;
(d) On a crosswalk;
(e) Between a safety zone and the adjacent curb or within 30 feet of
points on the curb immediately opposite the ends of a safety zone, unless
a different length is indicated by signs or markings;
(f) Alongside or opposite any street excavation or obstruction when
stopping, standing, or parking would obstruct traffic;
(g) Upon any bridge or other elevated structure upon a highway or
within a highway tunnel;
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41-6-104

(h) On any railroad tracks;
(i) On any controlled-access highway;
(j) In the area between roadways of a divided highway, inluding
crossovers;
(k) Any place where official traffic-control devices prohibit stopping.
(2) Stand or park a vehicle, whether occupied or not, except
momentarily to pick up or discharge a passenger or passengers:
(a) In front of a public or private driveway;
(b) Within 15 feet of a fire hydrant;
(c) Within 20 feet of a crosswalk at an intersection;
(d) Within 30 feet upon the approach to any flashing signal, stop sign,
yield sign or traffic-control signal located at the side of a roadway;
(e) Within 20 feet of the driveway entrance to any fire station and on
the side of a street opposite the entrance to any fire station within 75 feet
of said entrance when properly signposted;
(f) At any place where official traffic-control devices prohibit standing.
(3) Park a vehicle, whether occupied or not, except temporarily for the
purpose of and while actually engaged in loading or unloading property
or passengers:
(a) Within 50 feet of the nearest rail of a railroad crossing;
(b) At any place where official traffic-control devices prohibit parking.
(4) No person shall move a vehicle not lawfully under such person's
control into any prohibited area or an unlawful distance from the curb.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-103, enacted by L.
1978, ch. 33, § 53.
Compiler's Notes.
Laws 1978, ch. 33, § 53 repealed old section
41-6-103 (L. 1941, ch. 52, § 90; C. 1943,
57-7-167;L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1973, ch. 81, § 4),
prohibiting stopping, standing or parking a
vehicle in certain specified places, and
enacted new section 41-6-103.
Repealing Clause.
Section 54 of Laws 1978, ch. 33 provided:
"Section 41-6-43, Utah Code Annotated 1953,
as amended by chapter 75, Laws of Utah
1957, as amended by chapter 88, Laws of

Utah 1967, as amended by chapter 107, Laws
of Utah 1969, section 41-6-96, Utah Code
Annotated 1953, and section 41-6-169.10,
Utah Code Annotated 1953, as enacted by
chapter 86, Laws of Utah 1969, are repealed."
Collateral References.
Automobiles P 173(4).
60A CJS Motor Vehicles § 330.
7A AmJur 2d 449, Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 271.
Validity, construction, and application of
statute or ordinance for removal of automobiles parked in the street contrary to regulations, 163 ALR 966.

41-6-104. Stopping or parking upon roadways - Angle parking Traffic-control devices prohibiting or restricting. (1) Except as otherwise provided in this section, every vehicle stopped or parked upon a twoway roadway shall be stopped or parked with the right-hand wheels
parallel to and within twelve inches of the right-hand curb or as close as
practicable to the right edge of the right-hand shoulder.
(2) Except when otherwise provided by local ordinance, every vehicle
stopped or parked upon a one-way roadway shall be stopped or parked
parallel to the curb or edge of the roadway in the direction of authorized
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traffic movement with its right-hand wheels within twelv~ inches of the
right-hand curb or as close as practicable to the right edge of the righthand shoulder or with its left-hand wheels within twelve inches of the lefthand curb or as close as practicable to the left edge of the left-hand
shoulder.
(3) Local authorities may by ordinance permit angle parking on any
roadway, except that angle parking shall not be permitted on any federalaid or state highway unless the department of transportation has determined that the roadway is of sufficient width to permit angle parking
without interfering with the free movement of traffic.
(4) The department of transportation with respect to highways under
its jurisdiction may place traffic-control devices prohibiting or restricting
the stopping, standing, or parking of vehicles on any highway where in
its opinion such stopping, standing, or parking is dangerous to those using
the highway or where the stopping, standing, or parking of vehicles would
unduly interfere with the free movement of traffic. No person shall stop,
stand, or park any vehicle in violation of the restriction indicated by such
devices.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 91; C. 1943,
57-7-168; L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; 1975, ch. 207,
§ 44; 1978, ch. 33, § 35.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1949 amendment substituted "Except
as otherwise provided in this section" for
"Except where angle parking is permitted by
local ordinance" in subsec. (a); and added
subsecs. (b) to (d).
The 1975 amendment substituted "two-way
roadway" in subsec. (a) for "roadway where
there are adjacent curbs," and substituted
"parallel to and within twelve inches of the
right-hand curb or as close as practicable to
the right edge of the right shoulder" for
"parallel to and within eighteen inches of the
right-hand curb"; rewrote subsec. (b) relating
to parking on one-way roadways; substituted
"traffic-control devices" for "signs" in the
first sentence of subsec. (d), and substituted
the last sentence for "Such signs shall be
official signs and no person shall stop, stand,
or park any vehicle in violation of the
restrictions stated on such signs"; and made
minor changes in phraseology.
The 1978 amendment redesignated subsecs.
(a) to (d) as (1) to (4); substituted "department of transportation" for "state road commission" in subsecs. (3) and (4); deleted "by
resolution or order entered in its minutes
after a public hearing" after "determined" in
subsec. (3); deleted "as evidenced by resolution or order entered in its minutes after a

public hearing" after "in its opinion" in the
first sentence of subsec. (4); deleted "Such
traffic control devices shall conform to the
Utah Manual on Uniform Traffic Control
Devices" at the beginning of the second sentence in subsec. (4); and made minor changes
in phraseology.
Cross-References.
Disabled persons,
41-1-49.9.

parking

privileges,

Collateral References.
Automobiles IP 173(2).
60A CJS Motor Vehicles § 336.
7A AmJur 2d 453, 454, Automobiles and
Highway Traffic §§ 274,275.
Liability for injury in collision with automobile standing on wrong side of highway or
street, 70 ALR 1021.
Negligence in stopping automobile on
streetcar track for purpose of taking on or
letting off person, 15 ALR 236.
Parking at improper place as affecting liability for automobile accident, 73 ALR 1074.
Right to park vehicles on private way, 37
ALR 2d 944.
Validity of automobile parking ordinances
or regulations, 130 ALR 316.
Validity of ordinance which denies to automobiles while used for hire the parking privileges extended to automobiles generally, 22
ALR 113.
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ARTICLE 15
MISCELLANEOUS RULES
Section
41-6-105.
41-6-106.
41-6-106.10.
41-6-107.
41-6-107.2.
41-6-107.4.
41-6-107.6.
41-6-107.8.
41-6-108.
41-6-108.10.
41-6-109.
41-6-109.5.
41-6-109.10.
41-6-110.
41-6-111.
41-6-112.
41-6-113.
41-6-114.
41-6-114.1.
41-6-114.2.
41-6-115.
41-6-116.
41-6-116.10.

Motor vehicle left unattended - Requirements.
Backing - When permissible.
Sidewalk - Driving prohibited - Exception.
Motorcycle or motor-driven cycle - Place for operator to ride - Passengers.
Motorcycle or motor-driven cycle - Operation on public highways.
Motorcycle or motor-driven cycle - Attaching to another vehicle prohibited.
Motorcycle or motor-driven cycle - Footrests for passenger - Height of
handlebars limited.
Motorcycle or motor-driven cycle - Protective headgear - Closed cab excepted
- Specifications and standards.
Prohibition as to passenger riding on improper portion of motor vehicle
Exceptions.
Vehicle door-Prohibited opening.
Obstruction to driver's view or driving mechanism.
Occupancy of house trailer while being moved on highway prohibited.
Entering intersection, crosswalk or railroad grade - Sufficient space required.
Driving in canyons and on mountain highways.
Coasting prohibited.
Following fire apparatus or parking near prohibited.
Driving over firehose.
Destructive or injurious materials on highways, parks, recreation areas, waterways or other public or private lands - Throwing lighted material from
moving vehicle - Enforcement officers - Litter receptacles required.
Violation - Penalty.
Warning signs.
School buses - Regulations regarding design and operation.
Violation of regulations - Penalty.
Abandoned vehicles - Police officer removing - Report - Procedure if not
reclaimed.

41-6-105. Motor vehicle left unattended - Requirements. No person
driving or in charge of a motor vehicle shall permit it to stand unattended
without first stopping the engine, locking the ignition and removing the
key, placing the transmission in "park" or the gears in "low" or "reverse"
if the vehicle has a manual shift, or effectively setting the brakes thereon;
and, when standing upon any perceptible grade, turning the front wheels
to the curb or side of the highway.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 92; C. 1943,
57-7-169;L. 1969, ch. 112, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1969 amendment substituted "placing
the transmission * * * ariy perceptible grade"
for "or when standing upon any perceptible
grade without effectively setting the brakes
thereon and."
Contributory negligence.
In action for injuries suffered by driver of
city garbage truck, when parking brake on
the garbage truck, of which he was in charge,
suddenly gave way so that he was unable to
get back into and control the garbage truck,

issues of whether the driver had left the
truck unattended in violation of this section
and whether his conduct proximately contributed to his own injuries were issues on
which the defendant manufacturer of the
garbage truck had the burden of proof and it
was the duty of the trial court to submit such
issues to a jury if there was any reasonable
basis for doing so. Thompson v. Ford Motor
Co. (1964) 16 U 2d 30, 395 P 2d 62.
Jury question.
Where there was a lack of certainty as to
plaintiff's attention to truck involved in collision and whether plaintiff was close enough
to control the truck, a jury question existed
as to whether the truck was left "unat-
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tended" within the meaning of this section.
Thompson v. Ford Motor Co. (1963) 14 U 2d
334, 384 P 2d 109.
Collateral References.
Automobiles <P 173(2).
60A CJS Motor Vehicles § 336.
Place and manner of parking or standing,
7A AmJur 2d 453-458, Automobiles and
Highway Traffic §§ 274-279.
Contributory negligence as defense to
action for injury or damage caused by acci-

dental starting up of parked motor vehicle,
43 ALR 3d 930.
Liability for damage or injury by stranger
starting motor vehicle left parked on street,
51 ALR 2d 633.
Liability for injury or damage caused by
accidental starting up of parked motor vehicle, 16 ALR 2d 979.
Presumption of negligence and application
of res ipsa loquitur doctrine in action for
injury or damages caused by accidental
starting up of parked motor vehicle, 55 ALR
3d 1260.

41-6-106. Backing - When permissible. (a) The driver of a vehicle
shall not back the same unless such movement can be made with safety
and without interfering with other traffic.
(b) The driver of a vehicle shall not back the same upon any shoulder
or roadway of any limited-access roadway.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-169.10, enacted by
L. 1949,ch. 65, § 1; L. 1975,ch. 207, § 45.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1975 amendment designated the
former section as subsec. (a); deleted
"reasonable" before "safety" in subsec. (a);
and added subsec. (b).

Collateral References.
Automobiles P 169.
60A CJS Motor Vehicles§§ 300, 302.
7A AmJur 2d 448, Automobiles and Highway Traffic § 270.
Liability of owner or operator of automobile for injury to one assisting in extricating
or starting his stalled or ditched car, 3 ALR
3d 780.

41-6-106.10. Sidewalk - Driving prohibited - Exception. No person
shall drive any vehicle upon a sidewalk or sidewalk area except upon a
permanent or duly authorized or temporary driveway.
History: C. 1953, 46-6-106.10, enacted by
L. 1975, ch. 207, § 46.

41-6-107. Motorcycle or motor-driven cycle - Place for operator
to ride - Passengers. (a) A person operating a motorcycle or motordriven cycle shall ride only upon the permanent and regular seat attached
thereto and such operator shall not carry any other person nor shall any
other person ride on a motorcycle or a motor-driven cycle unless such vehicle is designed to cp.rry more than one person, in which event a passenger
may ride upon the permanent and regular seat, if designed for two persons,
or upon another seat firmly attached to the motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle at the rear or side of the operator.
(b) A person shall ride upon a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle only
while sitting astride the seat, facing forward, with one leg on either side
of the motorcycle or motor-driven cycle.
(c) No person shall operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle while
carrying any package, bundle, or other article which prevents him from
keeping both hands on the handlebars.
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(d) No operator shall carry any person, nor shall any person ride, in
a position that will interfere with the operation or control of the motorcycle or motor-driven cycle or the view of the operator.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-169.11, enacted by
L. 1949, ch. 65, § 1; L. 1969, ch. 113, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1969 amendment added subsecs. (b) to
(d); and made a minor change in phraseology.

Collateral References.
Motorcycle as within statute or ordinance
in relation to motorcars, motor-driven cars,
etc., 48 ALR 1090, 70 ALR 1253.

41-6-107.2. Motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle - Operation on
public highways. (a) All motorcycles and motor-driven cycles are entitled
to full use of a lane and no motor vehicle shall be driven in such a manner
as to deprive any motorcycle or motor-driven cycle of the full u·se of a lane.
This subsection shall not apply to motorcycles or motor-driven cycles operated two abreast in a single lane.
(b) The operator of a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle shall not overtake and pass in the same lane occupied by the vehicle being overtaken.
(c) No person shall operate a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle between
lanes of traffic, or between adjacent lines or rows of vehicles.
(d) Motorcycles or motor-driven cycles shall not be operated more than
two abreast in a single lane.
(e) Subsections (b) and (c) shall not apply to police officers in the performance of their official duties.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-107.2, enacted by L.
1969, ch. 113, § 2.
Title of Act.
An act amending section 41-6-l07, Utah
Code Annotated 1953, and enacting new sections 41-6-107.2, 41-6-107.4, 41-6-107.6,
41-6-107.8, Utah Code Annotated 1953, relating to motorcycles and motor-driven cycles;

providing standards for operation on public
highways; requiring safety equipment on
public highways; public safety commissioner
to establish standards for equipment. Laws 1969, ch. 113.
Collateral References.
Reciprocal duties of driver of automobile
and bicyclist or motorcyclist, 172 ALR 736.

41-6-107.4. Motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle - Attaching to
another vehicle prohibited. No person riding upon a motorcycle or motordriven cycle shall attach himself to any other vehicle on a roadway.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-107.4, enacted by L.
1969, ch. 113, § 3.

41-6-107.6. Motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle - Footrests for
passenger - Height of handlebars limited. (a) Any motorcycle or motordriven vehicle carrying a passenger on a public highway, other than in a
sidecar or enclosed cab, shall be equipped with footrests for such passenger.
.
(b) No person shall operate any motorcycle or motor-driven cycle with
handlebars above shoulder height.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-107.6, enacted by L.
1969, ch. 113, § 4.
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41-6-107.8. Motorcycle or motor-driven
cycle
Protective
headgear - Closed cab excepted - Specifications and standards.'
(a) No person under the age of 18 shall operate or ride upon a motorcycle
or motor-driven cycle upon a public highway unless such person is wearing
protective headgear which complies with standards established by the commissioner of public safety.
(b) This section shall not apply to persons riding within a closed cab.
(c) The commissioner of public safety is authorized to promulgate and
enforce specifications and standards for the use of protective headgear
required herein.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-107.8,enacted by L.
1969,ch. 113, § 5; L. 1977, ch. 267, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1977 amendment substituted "No
person under the age of 18 shall operate or
ride upon a motorcycle or motor-driven cycle
upon a public highway unless such person" at
the beginning of the section for "No person
shall operate or ride upon a motorcycle or
motor-driven cycle upon a public highway
posted for speeds higher than 35 miles per
hour, unless he"; deleted subsec. (b) which
required eye-protective devices or wind
screens; redesignated subsecs. (c) and (d) as
(b) and (c); and rewrote subsec. (c) relating
to the authority of the commissioner of
public safety.

Constitutionality.
This section is a valid exercise of police
power; standards as to type of headgear to be
worn are sufficiently specific; fact that it is
applicable only to highways where speeds
exceed 35 MPH does not render it invalid.
State v. Acker (1971) 26 U 2d 104, 485 P 2d
1038.
Collateral References.
Failure of motorcyclist to wear protective
helmet or other safety equipment as contributory negligence, assumption of risk, or failure to avoid consequences of accident, 40
ALR3d 856.
Validity of traffic regulations requiring
motorcyclists to wear protective headgear, 32
ALR 3d 1270.

41-6-108. Prohibition as to passenger riding on improper portion of
motor vehicle - Exceptions. No person shall ride, and no person driving
a motor vehicle shall knowingly permit any person to ride, upon any portion of any vehicle not designed or intended for the use of passengers. This
provision shall not apply to any vehicle driven elsewhere than upon a highway or to an employee engaged in the necessary discharge of his duty or
to persons riding within or upon any motor vehicle in space intended for
any load on said vehicle.
History: C. 1943, 57-7-169.12, enacted by
L. 1949,ch. 65, § 1.

41-6-108.10. Vehicle door-Prohibited opening. No person shall open
the door of a motor vehicle on a side available to moving traffic unless
and until it is safe to do so and can be done without interfering with the
movement of other traffic, nor shall any person leave a door open on a side
of a vehicle available to moving traffic for a period of time longer than
necessary to load or unload passengers.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-108.10, enacted by
L. 1975, ch. 207, § 47.
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41-6-109. Obstruction to driver's view or driving mechanism.
(1) No person shall drive a vehicle when it is so loaded, or when there
are in the front seat such number of persons, exceeding three, as to
obstruct the view of the driver to the front or sides of the vehicle or as
to interfere with the driver's control over the driving mechanism of the
vehicle.
(2) No passenger in a vehicle shall ride in such position as to interfere
with the driver's view ahead or to the sides, or to interfere with his control
over the driving mechanism of the vehicle.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 93; C. 1943,
57-7-170;L. 1978, ch. 33, § 36.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1978 amendment substituted "sides"
for "side" in subsec. (1); and made minor
changes in style.
Construction and application.
Section is intended to promote safety upon
the highways, and to charge all persons

riding in cars with some responsibility for
safe driving, at least to the extent of not
interfering with the driver's vision or his
operation and control of the vehicle. Nelson
v. Arrowhead Freight Lines (1940) 99 U 129,
104 P 2d 225.

Collateral References.
Automobiles ~ 150.
60A CJS Motor Vehicles § 353.

41-6-109.5. Occupancy of house trailer while being moved on highway prohibited. No person shall occupy a house trailer while it is being
moved upon a public highway.
History: C. 1953,41-6-109.5,enacted by L.
1978,ch. 33, § 48.

41-6-109.10. Entering intersection, crosswalk or railroad grade Sufficient space required. No driver shall enter an intersection or a
marked crosswalk or drive onto any railroad grade crossing unless there
is sufficient space on the other side of the intersection, crosswalk, or railroad grade crossing to accommodate the vehicle he is operating without
obstructing the passage of other vehicles, pedestrians, or railraod trains
notwithstanding any traffic-control signal indication to proceed.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-109.10, enacted by
L. 1975,ch. 207, § 48.

41-6-110. Driving in canyons and on mountain highways. The driver
of a motor vehicle traveling through defiles or canyons or on mountain
highways shall hold such motor vehicle under control and as near the
right-hand edge of the roadway as reasonably possible and, except when
driving entirely on the right of the center of the roadway shall give audible
warning with the horn of such motor vehicle upon approaching any curve
where the view is obstructed within a distance of 200 feet along the highway.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 94; C. 1943,
57-7-171;L. 1975,ch. 207, § 49.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1975 amendment substituted "roadway" for "highway"; inserted "except when
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driving entirely on the right of the center of
the roadway"; and made minor changes in
phraseology.

Collateral References.
Automobiles <P 146.
60A CJS Motor Vehicles§ 246.

41-6-111. Coasting prohibited. (a) The driver of any motor vehicle
when traveling upon a downgrade shall not coast with the gears or transmission of such vehicle in neutral.
(b) The driver of a truck or bus when traveling upon a downgrade shall
not coast with the clutch disengaged.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 95; C. 1943,
57-7-172; L. 1975, ch. 207, § 50.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1975 amendment inserted "or transmission" in subsec. (a).

41-6-112. Following fire apparatus or parking near prohibited. The
driver of any vehicle other than one of official business shall not follow
any fire apparatus traveling in response to a fire alarm closer than 500
feet or stop such vehicle within 500 feet of any fire apparatus which has
stopped in answer to a fire alarm.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 96; C. 1943,
57-7-173; L. 1975, ch. 207, § 51.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1975 amendment substituted "or stop
vehicle within 500 feet of any fire apparatus

which has stopped in answer to a fire alarm"
for "or drive into or park such vehicle within
the block where fire apparatus has stopped in
answer to a fire alarm."

41-6-113. Driving over fi.rehose. No vehicle shall be driven over an
unprotected hose of a fire department when laid down on any street, private road or driveway to be used at any fire or alarm of fire, without the
consent of the fire department official in command.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 97; C. 1943,
57-7-174; L. 1978, ch. 33, § 37.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1978 amendment deleted "railroad
train or" before "vehicle"; substituted "pri-

vate road or driveway" for "private driveway, or railroad track"; and made a minor
change in phraseology.

41-6-114. Destructive or injurious materials on highways, parks,
recreation areas, waterways or other public or private lands Throwing lighted material from moving vehicle - Enforcement officers - Litter receptacles required. (a) It shall be unlawful for any
person to throw, deposit, or discard, or to permit to be dropped, thrown,
deposited, or discarded upon any public road, highway, park, recreation
area or other public or private land, or waterway, any glass bottle, glass,
nails, tacks, wire, cans, barbed wire, boards, trash or garbage, paper or
paper products, or any other substance which would or could mar or impair
the scenic aspect or beauty of such land in the State of Utah whether
under private, state, county, municipal, or federal ownership without the
permission of the owner, or person having control or custody of the land.
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(b) Any person who drops, throws, deposits, or discards, or permits to
be dropped, thrown, deposited or discarded, upon any public road, highway,
park, recreation area or other public or private land or waterway any
destructive, injurious or unsightly material shall immediately remove the
same or cause it to be removed and deposit the material in a receptacle
designed to receive such material.
·
(c) Any person distributing commercial handbills, leaflets or other
advertising shall take whatever measures are reasonably necessary to keep
such material from littering public or private property or public roadways.
(d) Any person removing a wrecked or damaged vehicle from a public
road, highway, park, recreation area or other public or private land shall
remove any glass or other injurious substance dropped upon the road or
highway or in the park, recreation area or other public or private land
from such vehicle.
(e) It shall be unlawful to throw any lighted material from a moving
vehicle.
(f) Any person transporting loose cargo by truck, trailer or other motor
vehicle shall secure such cargo in such a reasonable manner as will prevent
the cargo from littering or spilling on both public and private property
or public roadways except as provided in section 27-12-146.
·
(g) Any person in charge of a constuction or demolition site shall take
those steps as are reasonably necessary to prevent the accumulation of
litter at the construction or demolition site.
(h) Officers of the Division of Wildlife Resources and Parks and Recreation, police officers of incorporated cities and towns, sheriffs and their deputies, deputy state firewardens, state capitol security officers, and other
officers of the State of Utah, within their jurisdiction shall enforce the
provisions of this section. Each such officer is empowered to issue citations
to any person violating any of the provisions of this section, and may serve
and execute all warrants, citations and other process issued by any court
in enforcing this section.
(i) Each operator of a park, campground, trailer park, drive-in restaurant, gasoline service station, shopping center, grocery store parking lot,
tavern parking lot, parking lots of industrial firms, marina, boat launching
area, boat moorage and fueling station, public and private pier, beach, and
bathing area shall maintain sufficient litter receptacles on said premises
to accommodate the litter that accumulates there.
(j) Cities and towns within their corporate limits and counties outside
of incorporated cities and towns shall have power to enact local ordinances
to effectuate and carry out each and every provision of this section.
History:
L. 1941, ch. 52, § 98; C. 1943,
57-7-175; L. 1955, ch. 71, § 1; 1957, ch. 79, § 1;
1967, ch. 90, § 1; 1975, ch. 205, § 1; 1979, ch.
241, § 1.

Compiler's Notes.

The 1955 amendment inserted "barbed
wire, boards, trash or garbage" in subsec. (a);
inserted "or which would or could injure or
impair the health of any person or which
would or could mar or impair the scenic
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aspect or beauty of such highway" in subsec.
(a); and inserted "injurious or unsightly
material" in subsec. (b).
The 1957 amendment added subsec. (d);
and made minor changes in phraseology.
The 1967 amendment inserted references to
other public or private land throughout the
section; deleted "injure any person, animal,
or vehicle upon such public road, highway,
park or recreation area or which would or
could" before "mar or impair" in subsec. (a);
substituted "such land in the state • • • custody of the land" at the end of subsec. (a) for
"public road, highway, park or recreation
area" and added subsec. (e).
The 1971 amendment inserted "state parks
and recreation officer" in subsec. (e) (now
subsec (h)).

The 1975 amendment inserted "or waterway" in subsecs. (a) and (b); inserted "paper
or paper products" in subsec. (b); substituted
"Officers of the Division of Wildlife
Resources and Parks and Recreation" in
subsec. (h) for "Every state fish and game
conservation officer, state parks and recreation officer"; inserted "state capitol security
officers" in subsec. (b ); and added the last
sentence to subsec. (h); added subsecs. (i) and
(j); and made minor changes in phraseology.
The 1979 amendment added "and deposit
the material in a receptacle designed to
receive such material" to subsec. (b); inserted
subsec. (c); redesignated former subsecs. (c)
and (d) as (d) and (e); inserted subsecs. (f)
and (g); redesignated former subsecs. (e), (f)
and (g) as (h), (i) and (j); and made minor
changes in phraseology and style.

41-6-114.1. Violation - Penalty. Any person violating any of the
provisions of section 41-6-114 shall be fined not less than $25 nor more than
$299 for each violation, provided that the sentencing judge may also impose
as additional penalties the requirements that the offender shall devote at
least one hour in cleaning up any litter caused by such person and cleaning
up any existing litter from a safe area designated by the sentencing judge.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-114.1,enacted by L.
1975,ch. 205, § 2; L. 1979,ch. 241, § 2.
Compiler's Notes.
Laws 1975, ch. 205, § 2 repealed old section
41-6-114.1(L. 1957, ch. 79, § 2), making violation of the act a misdemeanor, and enacted
new section 41-6-114.1.
The 1979 amendment increased the fine
from not less than $15 nor more than $50 to
not less than $25 nor more than $299.
Title of Act.
An act amending section 41-6-114, Utah
Code Annotated 1953, as amended by chapter
71, Laws of Utah 1955, as amended by chapter 79, Laws of Utah 1957, as amended by
chapter 90, Laws of Utah 1967, as amended
by chapter 92, Laws of Utah 1971; and

repealing and re-enacting section 41-6-114.1,
Utah Code Annotated 1953, as enacted by
chapter 79, Laws of Utah 1957; relating to
littering on highways, parks, recreation
areas of other public or private lands, and
waterways; requiring litter bags to be carried
in vehicles and watercraft; providing that
specified peace officers may arrest violators
without .warrant and issue citations and
other process in enforcing this section;
requiring operators of specified business locations and parks and public recreation areas
to provide litter receptacles at all times; and
authorizing cities and towns and counties to
enact local ordinances requiring owners of
businesses whose products are or may be
littered to keep their premises and the adjacent public highway clear of litter. - Laws
1975, ch. 205.

41-6-114.2. Warning signs. The department of transportation shall
place adequate warning signs notifying all persons using the public roads,
highways, parks or recreation areas, of the provisions of this act, wherever
they deem it proper within the state.
History:

L. 1957, ch. 79, § 3; 1979, ch. 242,

§ 21.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1979 amendment substituted "department of transportation" for "state road commission."

Title of Act.
An act amending section 41-6-114, Utah
Code Annotated 1953, as amended by chapter
71, Laws of Utah 1955, relating to the throwing of destructive, lighted, injurious and
unsightly materials on the highway and pro-
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be included in the affected areas; enacting
two new sections making the violation of the

41-6-116.10

act a misdemeanor and directing the state
road commission to place warning signs. Laws 1957,ch. 79.

41-6-115. School buses - Regulations regarding design and operation. The department of transportation by and with the advice of the state
board of education and the department of public safety shall adopt and
enforce regulations not inconsistent with this chapter to govern the design
and operation of all school buses when owned and operated by any school
district or privately owned and operated under contract with any school
district, or privately owned for use by a private school, in this state, and
such regulations shall by reference be made a part of any such contract
with a school district or private school. Every school district or private
school, its officers and employees, and every person employed under contract by a school district or private school shall be subject to said regulations.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-115, enacted by L.
1979,ch. 242, § 22.
Compiler's Notes.
Laws 1979, ch. 242, § 22 repealed old
section 41-6-115 (L. 1941, ch. 52, § 99; C. 1943,
57-7-176;L. 1957,ch. 78, § 5), relating to regulations regarding design and operation of
school buses, and enacted new section
41-6-115.

Cross-References.
School bus, signs and light signals, duty to
stop, driver, operation of signals, 41-6-100.10.
School buses removed from service and put
to nonschool use, repainting, 41-7-4.
Standards and specifications for lighting
and special warning devices on school buses,
41-6-140.10.
Collateral References.
Schools and School Districts ,g:::, 159 ½.
79 CJS Schools and School Districts § 480.

41-6-116. Violation of regulations - Penalty. Any officer or employee
of any school district who violates any of the regulations provided for in
section 41-6-115 or fails to include obligation to comply with said regulations in any contract executed by that person on behalf of a school district
shall be guilty of misconduct and subject to removal from office or employment. Any person operating a school bus under contract with a school district who fails to comply with any said regulations shall be guilty of breach
of contract and such contract shall be canceled after notice and hearing
by the responsible officers of such school district.
History: L. 1941, ch. 52, § 100; C. 1943,
57-7-177;L. 1979, ch. 242, § 23.

Compiler's Notes.
The 1979 amendment substituted "section
41-6-115" for "the next preceding section"
and "that person" for "them" in the first sentence.

41-6-116.10. Abandoned vehicles - Police officer removing Report - Procedure if not reclaimed. (a) No person shall abandon a
vehicle upon any highway.
,
(b) No person shall abandon a vehicle upon any public or private property without the express or implied consent of the owner or person' in
lawful possession or control of the property.
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(c) Any police officer who has reasonable grounds to believe that a vehicle has been abandoned may remove the vehicle or cause it to be removed,
at the expense of the owner, to the nearest state impound yard or if none,
to a garage or other place of safety and shall immediately send a written
report of such removal to the state tax commission, motor vehicle division,
which report shall include a description of the vehicle, the date, time and
place of removal, the grounds for removal, and the name of the garage·
or place where the vehicle is stored. Upon receipt of a report as provided,
the state tax commission, motor vehicle division shall attempt to notify
the registered owner of the vehicle, or any lien holder, giving the grounds
for removal and the name of the garage or place where the vehicle is
stored. If the vehicle is not registered in this state, the state tax commission, motor vehicle division shall make a reasonable effort to notify the
registered owner or any lien holder of the removal and the location of the
vehicle. The state tax commission, motor vehicle division shall forward a
copy of the notice to the owner or person in charge of the garage or place
where the vehicle is stored.
(d) For the purposes of this section, a vehicle shall be presumed to be
abandoned if it is left unattended on a highway for a period in excess of
24 hours or on any public or private property without express or implied
consent of the owner or person in lawful possession or control of the property for a period in excess of seven days.
(e) In any case where the motor number, manufacturer's number or
identification mark of the abandoned vehicle has been defaced, altered or
obliterated, the vehicle shall not be released or sold until the original
motor number, manufacturer's number or identification mark has been
replaced, or until a new number assigned by the motor vehicle division has
been stamped thereon.
(f) If the abandoned vehicle is not reclaimed by the registered owner
or any lien holder within 30 days after actual notice or reasonable attempt
to give notice to the registered owner or any lien holder, the provisions
of sections 41-1-79.5 and 41-1-116 shall apply, and the abandoned vehicle
may be sold as provided in section 41-1-135.
History: C. 1953, 41-6-116.10,enacted by
L. 1975, ch. 207, § 52; L. 1979,ch. 155, § 1.
Compiler's Notes.
The 1979 amendment rewrote subsec. (e)
which read: "In the event a vehicle is not

claimed by the registered owner or any lien
holder within thirty days, the provisions of
section 41-1-79.5,41-1-116, and 41-1-117 shall
apply"; and added subsec. (f).

ARTICLE 16
EQUIPMENT
Section
41-6-117.

Vehicle in unsafe condition or improperly equipped - Violation of act - Misdemeanor - Accessories - Exception as to farm implements and road machinery.

41-6-117.5. Permit to operate vehicle in violation of equipment regulations.
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